Making Waves: Fall 2021
Photo by Steve Dennis

President’s Forum

Greetings
fellow tLWA
members,
As I sit here in
the middle of
September
contemplating
the tasks
ahead, I can
recall the
beginning of
the year with enthusiasm for the
coming season. Planning
campaigns against Purple
Loosestrife, Pale Yellow Iris, and
of course Eurasian Water Milfoil,
occupied our eﬀorts. Generally
the TLWA enjoyed success in
these endeavors, with the
membership responding with
new volunteers on many lakes.
I refer you to the articles in the
body of the Newsletter for
additional details. Much to our
horror, the identiﬁcation of
Zebra Mussels at the Burnt
Rollways Dam in early

by Fred Knoch
September on an out-of-state
pontoon boat added another
invasive to the list. This invasive
is, however, not responsive to
remediation eﬀorts, unlike the
others. The program to
remediate against invasives for
which there is no eﬀective
treatment is prevention!
Unfortunately, this boat eluded
our usual preventative
screening. The scenario is all too
common. A vacationer from out
of state contracted with a local
resort for a weekend stay,
bringing a boat from an Illinois
waterbody contaminated with
Zebra Mussels. The boat was
launched at the Sunset Grill,
usually staﬀed by a CB/CW
volunteer, but not unfortunately,
on this day. The boat motored to
the Burnt Rollways Dam, where
an alert CB/CW intern identiﬁed
the Zebra Mussels and denied
access to the Lower Chain (Eagle
River). However, the damage
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was already done on the Three
Lakes side. The owner of the
boat was later cited for the
infraction, after the fact. This
event emphasizes the
importance of the CB/CW
program, and begs the issue of
resorts, private rental
cottages/homes, and riparian
owners to take responsibility for
the boats that they put into the
Continued on page 2
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Prez continued from page 1
Chain while on their watch. They
must safeguard the very
environment that guarantees
their success in rental income.
I task the owners of rental
properties to act responsibly and
direct their renters to launch
watercraft on landings patrolled
by CB/CW staﬀ, and to ask of
them whether the waterbody

from which they came is
contaminated with A.I.S.
A small up-front eﬀort can have a
profound impact on the survival
of our waters. We are all in this
together, to protect and preserve
the waters of Three Lakes! The
task is monumental with 17 public
landings, and numerous private.
We need all to pitch in to be part
of the solution.

ABOVE: Northwoods author and
naturalist, John Bates the
keynote speaker at the
July Annual TLWA Meeting.

AT LEFT: TLWA members listen to
President Fred Knoch give an update
on association activities.
Photos by Kerry Griebenow

Clean Boats Clean Waters
by Bob Agen

The 2021 Fall Report

While it has been covered
elsewhere in this newsletter, as
head of the CB/CW program I
want to thank our intern, Gus
Fink, for a job well done. He
showed a maturity beyond his
years in the handling of the
Zebra Mussel issue at the
Burnt Rollways Dam on
August 28, 2021.

For the year 2021, our paid
student interns logged 1319.5
hours with most of their hours
occurring at the Burnt Rollways
Dam, Townline, and the landing
next to the Sunset Grill
restaurant. Additional hours
were put in at the landing near
CW Smith Road (Big Lake), the
one on Highway X (Medicine

Our hero! Summer TLWA Intern Gus
Fink scraped these zebra mussels oﬀ
of a pontoon boat at the Burnt
Rollways Dam in August.

Lake) and the Laurel Lake
Campground. Most of our 265
volunteer hours occurred at the
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landing on Big Stone next to the
Sunset Grill restaurant. A few
were put in at the Burnt Rollways
Dam and at the landing oﬀ Four
Mile Creek Road. For the year,
2,669 watercraft were inspected
by our volunteers and interns.
Looking ahead to 2022, we will
again have three paid student
interns and hope to add to our
volunteer base. At the beginning
of the season, it will be stressed
that we need to keep an eye out
for more than just vegetation on
watercraft entering and leaving
our waters. All interns and
volunteers will be made aware of
the new threat to our waters –
Zebra Mussels.

Shoreline Restoration

by Ceci Kiefer

We Have a Winner!
We are happy to announce the
winner for the Your Shore – Your
Lake shoreline restoration
contest!

Barb and Nick Meriggioli and
Alan and Denise Philipps, owners
of the historic Jollywood
property on Big Fork Lake have
been selected to receive funding
for installing native plantings
along their shoreline. Using
native plants to create a buﬀer

enjoyment. This fall the owners
are in the planning stage with
the goal of starting the work
next spring or summer. We will
follow the progress and keep
you posted!

TLWA was also able to provide
funds for the installation of a rain
garden on a Laurel Lake property
owned by Phillip and Laurel
Bryant. The rain garden will
capture signiﬁcant runoﬀ from

Keep an eye on Jollywood as its shoreline changes to prevent erosion.

zone on the shore can help
protect water quality, provide
habitat for wildlife, help stabilize
the shoreline, and ﬁlter
pollutants, nutrients and
sediment. Shoreline restoration
projects have also been shown
to increase property values. The
native plantings at Jollywood will
replace the existing lawn along a
portion of the shore which will
help stabilize an area that has
been impacted by wave action
and erosion.
Stay tuned over the next year as
the shoreline is transformed
from barren lawn to natural
plantings while still providing
access to the lake for its

the road and surrounding
properties allowing it to slowly
ﬁlter into the ground instead of
running into the lake. This
planting is part of an eﬀort to
reverse the impact of changes
made years ago by a previous
property owner diverting water
directly into the lake using
pumps and trenched pipes.
Sending water directly into the
lake without any natural
ﬁltration can negatively impact
lake water quality. We plan to
follow this project to completion
as an eﬀort to show how it is
possible to correct some of the
methods used in the past that
we now know are harmful to the
environment.
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The funding for the projects is a
combination of monies from
TLWA and the Healthy Lakes and
Rivers cost-share grants from
Wisconsin DNR. HLR grants are
available for any property owner
interested in improving habitat
and water quality. More
information about the program
can be found at
healthylakes.com.
In addition to those receiving
funds we were able to connect
with quite a few other property
owners who had questions
about their property or
shoreline. We were pleased to
be able to visit with each
property owner, discuss the
speciﬁc concerns and provide
as much information as possible
for their resolution.
If you are curious about what
you can do for your property to
address shoreline or runoﬀ
concerns, please contact Ceci
Kiefer at cckiefer@gmail.com.

Correcting mistakes of the past, new
owners plan a rain garden to replace
this eﬀort to divert runoﬀ into the lake.

Summer 2021 Dive Team Report

by Jon Willman

A Tale of Two Lakes With EWM

Virgin Lake

I would love to report we are
winning our battle with Eurasian
Water Milfoil (EWM) on Virgin Lake.
Sadly, it ain’t so. We’re holding our
own. Remembering back to the
summer of 2020, we saw a marked
increase in the spread of EWM to
areas of Virgin Lake which were
previously clean. The troubling
trend continued this past summer
with the discovery of a substantial
area of scattered plants along the
NE side of the lake bordering Hwy
32 and several individual plants
along the north side of the lake.
The Dive Team dove Virgin Lake 13
times this summer hand harvesting
over 300 gallons of EWM. The
divers, boat crew and kayakers
together logged more than 300
hours on the water. This does not
count time spent surveying and
marking in advance of dives or
maintaining, placing and recovering
the permanent EWM area markers
around Virgin Lake. We would like
to thank our team of Bob Agen,
Bob Borek, Jerry Cayo, Chris Cayo,
Kerry Griebenow, Marian
Griebenow, Al Huntington, Fred
Knoch, Jackie Palmer, Michael
Palmer, Betty Roth, Larry Roth, Jon
Willman, Linda Woiak, Kristin Zibell,
Larry Zibell and Lynn Zibell. Without
their generous help and the
support of the TLWA, Johnson
Outdoors and Watercraft Sales we
would could not continue the ﬁght.

Long Lake

The area of scattered EWM
discovered on Long Lake in 2020
has been marked with new warning
buoys and seems to be under

control. A few new plants were
spotted this fall on the North side
of the lake. The Dive Team hand
harvested the original area three
times this summer collecting 50
gallons of EWM. Divers, boat crew
and kayakers together logged over
50 hours on the water. We would
like to thank the team of Mike
Apple, Fred Knoch, Bev Knoch,
Scott Schuster, Rick Vigo, Gary
White, Karen White, Jon Willman
and Linda Woiak for their time and
eﬀort on Long Lake. TLWA has
received generous cash donations
from several Long Lake waterfront
property owners to help support
EWM control eﬀorts. In addition,
the folks at Watercraft Sales have
donated a second pontoon boat to
be used by the Dive Team and
volunteers. The additional boat will
be kept in the water on Long Lake.

Additional Hand Harvesting
support For Long and
Virgin Lakes

TLWA hired a specialized team of
divers from Aquatic Plant
Management (APM) of Minocqua
to help harvest both lakes this
summer. The four-person APM
team dove a combined total of 24
hours on Long Lake June 16th, and
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were able to collect 20 gallons of
EWM. The same four-person team
dove a combined total of 24 hours
on Virgin Lake August 24th and
26th, working a shallow, densely
populated area of EWM known as
the Pencil Reeds. They harvested
over 100 gallons of EWM over the
course of two days. Their ﬁrst day
was cut short by thunderstorms
and high winds.

The four person APM team uses a
slightly diﬀerent approach to hand
harvesting EWM. Their divers
swim/walk and dive for individual
plants rather than using SCUBA
gear. The technique is particularly
eﬀective in shallow waters, less
than three feet in depth.

the Plan for summer 2022

Onterra Lake Management
Planning has recommended a
three-part program for Virgin Lake
2022. The plan consists of
continued weekly hand harvesting
by the TLWA Dive team targeting
single plants and highly scattered
areas, another dive by the APM
crew targeting the shallow Pencil
Reed area and an herbicide
treatment of approximately 13
acres south of the island. As part of

A Wisconsin lake infested with EWM.

The Dive Team working the shallows.

the plan, the 13-acre area was
marked and left untouched this
summer. The proposed herbicide
treatment requires WDNR
approval based on Onterra’s Fall
survey results and is currently
under review.

The plan for Long Lake includes
additional hand harvesting by the
Dive Team and at least one early
season dive by the APM team.

Conclusions

Speaking for the entire Dive Team,
we occasionally ask ourselves,
“Why are we doing this?” “It’s a
lost cause. The weeds are
winning.” To a certain extent, it’s
true. We will never completely
eliminate EWM from a body of
water once it gains a foothold. All
we can do is hope to control the
spread and density. While it may
seem a futile eﬀort at times, the
reality is the areas of Virgin and
Long Lakes we dive in have a tiny

amount of EWM
compared to
many infested
bodies of water
throughout the
state. You’ve
probably seen
photos of lakes
with mats of
EWM so thick
on the surface
it’s impossible to
Mechanical harvesting of EWM.
swim or boat
through it. The
can keep our lakes from being
same lakes employ mechanical
overrun by EWM.
harvesters resembling agricultural
We do this because like you, we
combines which cut EWM a few
care about the waters of the
feet below the surface, collect it
Three Lakes Chain. We spend a
and deposit it in mounds on the
few hours each week with a team
shores to be trucked oﬀ for
of like-minded people doing
disposal. The EWM grows back in
something positive to address the
a matter of weeks requiring it to
problem. Thanks to all of you for
be mechanically harvested several
your support, cooperation and
times each summer. Our
precious time. Together we are
association’s continued diligence
making a diﬀerence.
with the support of our members

tLWA t-sHirts & HAts

A reminder to all members and non-members alike. Three Lakes
Waterfront Association T-shirts and hats are being oﬀered at the
Northland Clothing Company in downtown Three Lakes.

The shirts depict the Three Lakes Chain of Lakes and the logo of the
TLWA. The shirts are available in long and short sleeve versions, and are
available in all colors as long as one wants grey. The $25 cost for either
hat or shirt is a donation supporting the mission of the TLWA. Go ahead,
make Eagle River jealous!
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onterra’s Fall report for Virgin and Long Lakes
By Aquatic Biologist Todd Hanke

last year and in the vicinity
Two of Onterra’s ﬁeld
of where hand harvesting
crews surveyed Long Lake
eﬀorts were focused this
including the channel
year and last (middle inset).
leading to the Burnt
Additionally, the ﬁeld crews
Rollway Dam on
located two single or few
September 14, 2021.
plants in a new location in
Crews noted a strong
Long Lake along the west
current and turbid water
shore as displayed in the
within the channel section
bottom inset view. The
of the lake, and mostly
EWM population appears to
cloudy skies with
be slightly lowered
moderate winds during
Biologist Todd Hanke and Aquatic Field Tech Heather Lutzo
compared to a survey that
the day. All EWM
gather identify vegetation on Virgin Lake.
took place in June 2021 in
occurrences were growing
to near or at the waters’ surface at the time of the
the primary site where hand harvesting actions
survey. The results of the survey on Long Lake are
occurred. This site is highlighted in the picture (below)
displayed in the accompanying maps. The inset
which shows the EWM population in June 2021
views on the Long Lake map highlight the three
(before hand harvesting) and September 2021 (after
areas of the lake where EWM was located (pg. 7).
hand harvesting). Note that two clumps of plants
Three single or few plants were spotted within the
were located during June, while only single plants
river channel section (top inset). Several single or
were located in the same areas during September.
few plants occurrences were spotted in the
The Late-Season EWM Mapping Survey was
northeast end of the lake where EWM was located
completed on Virgin Lake on September 13, 2021.

VirGin LAke

LonG LAke
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scattered colony as in
2021. Most of the area
mapped with polygons
consisted of a highly
scattered density rating
(light grey on the
ﬁgure), while smaller
pockets of
greater-density
colonies were
delineated and
described as scattered
(dark grey) or dominant
(yellow) in density.
Another area to the
northwest of the island
was also mapped with
area-based methods
and consisted of a
combination of highly
scattered and scattered
densities. Many single
or few EWM plants
were located around
other littoral areas of
Virgin Lake during the
survey as well. The
EWM population
appears to have been
reduced at the site
within an emergent
bulrush plant
community on the
northeast side of the
lake which has been a
focus of past hand
harvesting eﬀorts including again in 2021. While our
mapping indicates an increase in colonized EWM, it
is important to note that overall, it is a slight
increase between 2020-2021 that is probably only
noticeable by folks such as myself and the dive
teams that are out there often looking at the EWM
population. The area south of the island is actually
dominated by native aquatic plants, particularly
northern watermilfoil and clasping-leaf pondweed.
Northern watermilfoil has similar morphology to
EWM and also exhibits a red/orange colored
meristem later in the growing season.

LonG LAke
LAte seAson
2021

The survey crews enjoyed excellent weather
conditions during the survey with a mix of sun and
clouds, low winds, and air temperatures around 70
degrees. The Virgin Lake picture (at left, pg. 6)
displays a comparison of the EWM population in
Virgin Lake from September 2020 (left frame) to
September 2021 (right frame). Overall, the EWM
population was slightly increased in 2021 compared
to 2020. Much of the area south of the island was
mapped with point-based occurrences in 2020,
whereas in 2021, a larger portion of this site was
better represented by area-based mapping methods
which is then attributed a density rating using
Onterra’s ﬁve-tiered density scale as shown in the
legend on the ﬁgure. There is a ﬁne-line between
mapping a concentration of point based occurrences
as in 2020 and delineating a loosely-deﬁned highly

An EWM control strategy for 2022 will be
determined over the course of this winter based on
continuing discussions between Onterra, the TLWA,
and other partners.
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MAny LAkE pRopERTiEs cHAnging HAnds

There are about 1800 lakefront
properties along the Three Lakes
Chain. Nearly 60% of these
owners are current or past
members of the TLWA. In the
last four years, 230 homes have
new owners which is about the
national turnover rate of

residential properties in the US.
Indeed, along my nearby stretch
of shoreline, three of the ﬁve
properties have new families, all
of which are prospective new
members. We are indebted to
the support we receive from our
membership and we believe that

do you HAvE A nEW nEigHboR?

By John Ray

everyone can, and should,
support the eﬀorts of our
collective to assure the health
and preservation of this
outstanding natural resource
we call home.

By Norris Ross

For the sake of the quality of your lake and for
continued value of your lakefront property,
please consider the following as you greet,
introduce yourself and welcome your new neighbor:

4. Suggest they do not haul sand to the shoreline and
dump it near water’s edge. It will only wash into
the lake and aﬀect water quality. (It is also illegal.)
5. Suggest that they join TLWA and encourage them
to get involved if they are so inclined or contact
their lake captain
for any questions
they may have
about your lake.
Together, we can
enjoy the lakes and
ensure that they are
worthy of our
Something a new neighbor
grandchildrens’
can be part of.
inheritance.

1. Inform your new neighbor that there is a
waterfront association. Bring along a copy of the
newsletter and a membership form.
Additional talking points, if you feel comfortable:
2. Suggest that they do not cut all the trees down
on the lakeshore. To improve view of the lake,
trim up bottom branches instead.
3. Suggest they do not remove natural vegetation on
the shoreline at least 35 feet from the water’s edge.
(DNR, State and County guidelines state this.)

LAKE CAPTAINS
BIG
BIG FORK
BIG STONE
CRYSTAL
DEER
DOG
FOUR MILE
ISLAND
JULIA
LAUREL
LITTLE FORK
LONG
MAPLE
MEDICINE
MOCCASIN
PLANTING GROUND
RANGE LINE
ROUND
SPIRIT
THOROUGHFARE
TOWNLINE
VIRGIN
WHITEFISH

Steve Laszewski
Kathy Olkowski
Rob Jahnke
OPEN
Jay Teagle
OPEN
Mike & Lori Gray
Doug Scheffen
David Mitzner
Mark Wallesverd
Charles Brady
Mary O’Hara
Gary White
Ron Bennett
Bruce Renquist
Ryan Lamon
Norris Ross
John Folaron
Gwen Hutchins
John Lake
Paul Matthiae
Lou Bruckmoser
Bob Borek
Dave Wheeler

920-562-0321
715-891-0367
602-460-5362

steve.laszewski@foth.com
kathleenrunner@yahoo.com
r26jahnke@gmail.com

630-460-5362

jay.teagle@yahoo.com

920-540-6027
715-546-2732
715-546-2583
920-344-0698
651-408-2505
715-546-8107
920-251-7388
815-351-7573
715-546-2401
715-546-3351
715-546-2250
414-687-5900
608-556-1234
715-546-2117
715-891-6154
715-546-3083
715-546-3457
309-696-9855

mike.gray@valmet.com
dougscheffen@aol.com
david.mitzner165@gmail.com
walsvrd@gmail.com
bradycharles@msn. com
mcohara@att.com
garykarenwhite@charter.net
rjbennett247@gmail.com
bruce.renquist@gmail.com
ryan@watercraftsales.com
norrisross@frontier.com
john@air-instruments.com
hutchinsfoundation@gmail.com
jrlncal@sbcglobal.net
pjmatthiae@gmail.com
annlou@frontier.com
bobborek18@gmail.com
darkhorse53@gmail.com
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Adopt Your Shoreline

by Dave Wheeler

The importance of volunteers

Volunteerism [vol-uhn-teer-iz-uhm] noun
1. the policy or practice of volunteering one's time or
talents for charitable, educational, or other worthwhile
activities, especially in one's community.
Volunteers are a vital source for the success of the
Three Lakes Waterfront Association’s (TLWA) AdoptYour-Shoreline (AYS) program. According to the 2018
“Volunteering in America” report from the Corporation
for National Community Service, a volunteer’s eﬀort is
worth $25.43/hour. Last year, during the pandemic,
volunteers contributed 1080 hours of time looking for
and removing aquatic invasive species (AIS) on the
Three Lakes Chain of Lakes. AYS volunteers contribute
real value in our eﬀort to control AIS on our chain.

ABOVE: AYS volunteers enjoyed discussing their volunteer
experiences at the annual Volunteer Recognition dinner.
BELOW: Oneida County AIS coordinator Stephanie
Boismenue describes AIS concerns at the annual AIS
workshop held for TLWA members in July.

AYS volunteers get involved in the identiﬁcation and
control of AIS found on the chain. TLWA oﬀers a free
annual educational workshop with expert instruction in
identifying AIS. Suspected AIS samples are turned in at
the Three Lakes Winery and are reviewed by our
resident biologist for identiﬁcation.

If you are interested in being an AYS volunteer and
contributing some time in our eﬀort to control AIS on
our chain, please contact your Lake Captain. You do not
need to be a fulltime resident, as many of our
volunteers are not.

If you are already an AYS volunteer, thank you! We
hope you continue to support our valuable program and
know that your contribution is greatly appreciated.
Again, thank you!
Adopt Your Shoreline!

The AIS pontoon
boat complete
with a diver was
on display in the
4th of July parade
in downtown
Three Lakes.
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Aquatic Education
collecting samples

Aquatic Explorations curriculum
has been smoothly introduced
into the Three Lakes High School
Global Science course. TLWA
has donated to the high school
all of the water sampling
equipment necessary for the
students to study the physical,
chemical, and biotic
environment of any of the
lakes in our Township.

by Paul Matthiae

Covid protocols had pushed our
on the water time to the last
available day. And now, a fast
moving thunderstorm was due
to arrive in three hours.

There were eight students in last
year’s class. They divided evenly
between two pontoon boats,
one for near shore shallow
water sampling, the other for
deeper open water sampling.
The shallow water
(littoral zone) boat
carried an Eckman
dredge, designed
for sampling soft
bottoms, and
plants and animals
inhabiting soft
bottom sediments.
The deep water
(limnetic zone)
boat carried a
Ponar dredge,
It’s black, rock like, what could it be? It’s a “klinker!”
designed for
Due to Covid 19 we were unable
sampling hard sediments (the
to get students on the water
benthos) and its inhabitant; and
until late May 2021. We chose
a horizontal water sampler
Virgin Lake for our on water
which captures water at speciﬁc
explorations because we have a
depths for analysis. Also on
number of years of professional
board was a secchi disk used to
study and management
measure the depth light
information to serve as
penetrates into the lake. Both
reference sources for student
boats carried plankton nets,
ﬁeld work. In addition, one of
used to capture small insects
our two pontoon “dive boats” is
and microscopic plants and
located there, and there is a
animals inhabiting the lakes
strong cadre of resident boaters
littoral and limnetic zones.
that have volunteered time and
Over the next two hours each
boats in support of the class.
boat moved to several diﬀerent
The students arrived at the lake
sampling sites; bottom samples
at 8:30 a.m. It was the last week
were run through a sieve to
of classes before ﬁnal exams.
separate larger organic and
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inorganic material; plankton and
water samples were preserved
for study back at the school lab.
There was more to do but the
boat drivers, who were
monitoring weather conditions
alerted us that the storm was
about 30 minutes out and
moving swiftly. By the time we
reached shore, packed
equipment and samples, it
started to drizzle. Five minutes
later it was pouring, but we had
what we needed and returned
to school and an afternoon in
the lab.

We started with the bottom
samples, ﬁrst running them
through ﬁner sieves to separate
small invertebrates from mud,
silt, sand or gravel. Water
samples were analyzed to
determine pH (acidic or basic),
nutrients and oxygen. Bottom
invertebrates and plankton
(both zooplankton and
phytoplankton) were examined
and identiﬁed under binocular
microscopes. The students were
clearly fascinated to observe the
otherwise invisible microscopic
animals and algae swimming
and ﬂoating around in one or
two drops of water. They were
identifying the organisms that
formed the base of the food
chain for ﬁsh and other animal
life inhabiting the lake.
We were, however, perplexed by
one observation from the deep
water bottom samples. On
several limnetic zone bottom
“grabs” students brought up

rock-like material that
red hot “klinkers” out of
none of us could identify.
the boats coal-ﬁred
Several days later in a
boiler and safely
conversation with a local
deposited them in the
historian the mystery all
lake. It’s amazing what
made perfect sense. What
Aquatic Explorations can
we had found were
turn up!
“klinkers.” Now if you are
This year Aquatic
old enough to have helped
Explorations has 25
shovel coal into your home
students. Logistics are
furnace and removed
more complex but the
ashes and the congealed
Virgin Lake volunteers
non-combustible residue
are standing ready to
formed during combustion,
Students transfer water samples for further study.
lend a hand and the
you would have been
out that in the 1930s and ’40s a
extra boats we need. Many
removing “klinkers.” That’s what
mailboat, powered by a coalthanks to volunteers who are
the students had found in the
ﬁred steam engine routinely
making this program a growing
bottom of Virgin Lake. But how
passed through Virgin Lake and
success.
did “klinkers” get there? It turns
used the passage to clean the

Purple Loosestrife
control update

In October 2020, prior to freezeup, Oneida County AIS
Coordinator Stephanie
Boismenue dug 25 Purple
Loosestrife (PL) plants from an
infested wetland. The plants
were potted, bagged, and put in
a safe outside winter storage
area. This population of PL had
Cella beetles (a PL biological
control agent) introduced two
years earlier and the site has
proven to be well suited to
Cellas over winter survival.
This past spring, County AIS staﬀ
and volunteers from Three Lakes
High School Global Science class
transplanted an additional 30
plants from another infested
wetland. These plants, together
with the 25 that over wintered
in pots, were placed in our

by Paul Matthiae

beetle rearing tent located at
the Petroleum Museum.

As spring progressed we were
pleased that the plants
transplanted in December all
survived and Cella beetles were
thriving. (We are already
planning to transplant more this
year before freeze-up.) In
mid-June we introduced
additional beetles that were
hand captured from another PL
control site. The beetles laid
their eggs on the PL; the eggs
hatched producing larva which
in turn morphed into beetles.
Several generations were
produced in the rearing tent
through June and July. On July
30th all of the plants were
bagged, including eggs, larva
and attached beetles and all free
ﬂying beetles were captured.
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The plants and beetles were
taken to Planting Ground Lake
and introduced into the existing
PL populations growing in a
shallow boggy slough oﬀ the
west side of the lake. This is the
site of the largest PL population
growing in the Three Lakes
Chain.

We had previously treated this
area with Cella beetles in 2018
and 2019 and had observed
signiﬁcant reduction in the PL by
2020. Unfortunately, Covid-19
prevented any PL control eﬀorts
in 2020. Purple Loosestrife is
again beginning to spread. Time
will tell how eﬀective our control
eﬀorts will be this year.
However, we are already
planning on doubling our beetle
production in 2022. Controlling
PL is a long term eﬀort.

DNR Q&A Corner DNR Liaison James Yach – Secretary’s Director Northern WI
TLWA members asked about: wake boats and the regulations they are required to follow.
To TLWA members: I think this letter contains the information you requested. This letter was
developed by our recreational warden section chief, and the WDNR commonly refers to this
letter when asked wake boat questions. James Yach, DNR Liaison

Dear Mr. Wipperfurth,
I have received your letter, addressed to the
Secretary’s Oﬃce reference to your concerns related
to the increase trend in wake boats/wake surﬁng
activities on Wisconsin waterways. Thank you for
being concerned about the safety and welfare of
recreational users in Wisconsin and the protection of
its natural resources.
With the current wake boat trend, restrictive
boat/activity related ordinances have become more
frequent. In addition to the concerns we receive
from our lakefront property owners, we have seen
increased opposition from our wake boarding
enthusiasts, local retailers/manufacturers, national
water sports organizations, and the Water Sports
Industry Association (WSIA) concerning these local
ordinances. The Department’s goal through our
ordinance review authority is to provide the best
guidance for these municipalities, ensuring they are
doing their due diligence in their justiﬁcation
component to address the problematic conduct and
not merely restrict a speciﬁc type of watercraft from
waterbody.
I would like to share with you existing state law,
less contentious ordinance options, recent research
data and leverage of public outreach tools that may
address local concerns:
Available state Law – 30.68(4), Wis.stats. Prohibited
operation: Creating hazardous wake or wash.
(a) No person shall operate a motorboat so as to
approach or pass another boat in such a manner as
to create a hazardous wake or wash.
(b) An operator of a motorboat is liable for any
damage caused to the person or property of another
by the wake or wash from such motorboat unless
the negligence of such other person was the primary
cause of the damage.
30.635, Wis. stats. Motorboat Prohibition. On
lakes 50 acres or less having public access,
motorboats may not be operated in excess of
slow-no-wake speed, except when such lakes serve
as thoroughfares between 2 or more navigable lakes.
The department by rule may modify or waive the
requirements of this section as to particular lakes, if
it ﬁnds that public safety is not impaired by such
modiﬁcation or waiver.

This helps to mitigate problems on many smaller
lakes. This is much more restrictive than hazardous
wake because slow-no-wake speed is deﬁned as the
minimum speed to maintain steerage control.
Note: Conservation wardens enforce existing state
laws and not local ordinances.
Less Contentious ordinance options: Slow- NoWake restrictions out to 200 feet from shore will
address many of the natural resource complaints
concerning shoreline erosion or property damage
speciﬁc to riparian piers ￼and docked boats. Requiring
ballasted boats and wake surﬁng a further distance
from shore or other boats may be a more pragmatic
solution than attempting to ban their use completely.
scientiﬁc Data: Sharing some speciﬁc data from
actual studies can help separate anecdotal
complaints from real concerns. Studies below have
shown that a 200-300 feet wakeboarding restriction
could keep wave heights similar to many cruising
pleasure and ﬁshing boats. Data from studies by
WSIA (Water Sports Industry Association) below:
Leverage public outreach campaigns: Continue
eﬀorts with local units of government, lakefront
property owners, lake associations and watercraft
business and industry to educate our waters sport
recreational users to wake responsibly.
• Stay at least 200 feet away from the shoreline,
docks, or other structures.
• Keep music at reasonable levels. Sound travels and
can disruptive for lakefront property owners.
• Minimize repetitive passes on any one portion of
shoreline.
• Boat operators taking ownership for their wake.
The Department continues to work with local
units of government on this trend. It is our goal to
provide consistency in the tools we currently have
available to address the concerns and to leverage
public outreach as it relates to wake responsibility.
Thank you for reaching out. Please don’t hesitate
to call with any additional concerns you may have.
Respectfully,
April Dombrowski
Recreational Safety and Outdoor Skills Section Chief
Division of Public Safety and Resource Protection
April.dombrowski@wisconsin.gov
(608)-852-9456
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puRE goLd, sTAn RETiREs
Stan Wargolet served as our
treasurer for the eight years that
I was president of the TLWA.
There is no way I would have
kept that job for eight years
without Stan as the helmsman
of our intricate and complicated
ﬁnancial system. Stan kept the
entire board in line as we were
required to record and report all
our board time for grant
purposes. Not everyone was as
diligent as Stan would like in this
reporting, but he persisted until
all ﬁgures were correct.
When Stan arrived at his post as
treasurer, he had no guidelines
as to processing grant requests.
These grants have meant more
than a million dollars to our
treasury and the grant
requesting process was in its
infancy. Stan set in place a
template, or many templates,
for our system of reporting
expenses to the DNR. After a
few years we invited the person

nEW TREAsuRER on dEck

Welcome to our new TLWA
treasurer, Ken Rader! Ken, who
most people call KC, grew up in
Indiana. He moved to Wisconsin
in 1992 and purchased his
summer home in Three Lakes in
1997. Growing up, his family
spent numerous summers on
Seven Mile Lake, so he is very
familiar with the area. Right
now, his family are summer
residents in Three Lakes and will
be leaving a place “down south”
as soon as renovations are
complete. Until then he calls
Wales, Wisconsin home.
With an extensive background in

By Ed Jacobsen
responsible for processing our
grant requests at the DNR to
visit with Stan, Norris Ross and
myself. We wanted to make
sure that they were getting all
they needed and in the proper
order when our requests were
sent in. She said not only was
everything in perfect order, but
she used our procedures as a
guideline for other requests.
“Don’t change anything,” she
said as we concluded our
meeting.

I relied on Stan to answer any
question about our ﬁnances that
landed on my desk, and he
delivered the correct answer
immediately. I cannot say the
same going the other way. Stan
needed my input on several
issues every year and I was less
than diligent in getting him what
was needed. He would politely
request again and again until he
either received the answer or he
went another route to ﬁnish his

Stan is now enjoying his new
West Bend residence.

work. He always ﬁnished his
reporting despite me. Sorry for
that Stan.

All in all, the TLWA would never
be where it is without his 13
years as treasurer and more
importantly, a board member.
His contributions were
invaluable. Thanks for
everything Stan and we will
miss you very much.

ﬁnance, having a MM in Finance,
a CPA from the University of
Illinois, and a CGMA from the
AICPA, Ken has mostly worked in
the corporate world. Currently,
he is a Director of the
Brandybrook HOA in Wales and
a member of a couple additional
HOA's, so he has familiarity with
Associations such as the TLWA,
albeit pursuing more land-based
objectives.
He looks forward to working for
the TLWA along with its Board.
We’ll keep him busy, that’s for
sure!
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TLWA’s new treasurer, Ken Rader

Reprinted from Lake Tides Volume 46, No. 3 Summer/Fall 2021–Author Pat Goggin and the Wisconsin Lakes Partnership.
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TLWA Membership

by Jerry Oehmen

It has been a great summer. We had warm weather
and lots of sun. We all enjoyed some temporary
relief from the pandemic. Now the variant is raising
its ugly head to threaten our socialization and health.

However, we still need to support the eﬀorts to
protect our beautiful resource, the Three Lakes
Chain and all the surrounding lakes. We have seen
new outbreak of Eurasian Milfoil in Long Lake and
we still are ﬁghting the infestation in Virgin Lake.
We have had two reported cases of boats that were
harboring zebra mussels. All of our eﬀorts to
inspect boats and defend our lakes against these
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Vice President
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Steve Laszewski
Paul Matthiae
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Ed Jacobsen
John Ray
Bruce Renquist
Norris Ross
Dave Wheeler
Paul Wussow

threats seem to be a task that is larger than life.
So rather than hide like the fawn pictured at left, we
have to do the opposite. Get out and talk to your
neighbors especially the neighbors that are not
members. We need everyone to pay attention to
protecting the resource that we have been gifted.
Members receive this newsletter twice a year. This is
an eﬀort to help educate us on what to look for to use
early detection to prevent invasive species from taking
over our beautiful lakes. If you can get one neighbor
to join TLWA we could double our enrollment and get
the word out to as many as possible.
I had one member who would like to remain
anonymous who inspired me. This member
renewed for four years not only for themselves but
for each of their four grandchildren. The rationale
was that the grandchildren were using the lakes
most of the summer. Now as members they will
learn to appreciate the TLWA programs and
progress to help protect our beautiful lakes,
marshes and shorelines.
Help TLWA help you!

Program Leaders

Adopt-Your-Shoreline
Dave Wheeler, Bruce Renquist
AIS Dive Team
Fred Knoch, Jon Willman
Board DNR Liaison
Steve Laszewski
Clean Boats/Clean Waters
Bob Agen
Education
Paul Matthiae
Fish Sticks
Jerry Oehmen
Geology & Cartography
John Ray
Membership
Jerry Oehmen
Newsletter
Lynn Zibell
OCLRA
Norris Ross
Purple Loosestrife
Paul Matthiae
Scholarship
Ed Cottingham
Shoreline Restoration
Ceci Keifer
Shoreline Zoning
Norris Ross
Three Lakes News Contact
Kerry Griebenow
Water Testing
Fred Knoch, Lynn Zibell
Website
Paul Wussow

For information regarding important issues impacting our lakes and Your own lake property,
visit the TLWA website at: www.tLWA.org or contact TLWA by emailing jaketheoilguy@yahoo.com
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